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 ABSTRACT  10 

     Single-crystal optical spectra of corundum (Al2O3) and the Al2SiO5 11 

polymorphs andalusite, kyanite, and sillimanite, containing both Fe2+ – Fe3+ and 12 

Fe2+ – Ti4+ intervalence charge transfer (IVCT) absorption bands were measured 13 

at temperatures up to 1000 °C. Upon heating, thermally equilibrated IVCT bands 14 

significantly decreased in intensity and recovered fully on cooling. These trends 15 

contrast with the behavior of crystal field bands at temperature for Fe, Cr and V in 16 

corundum, kyanite, and spinel. The effects of cation diffusion and aggregation, as 17 

well as the redistribution of band intensity at temperature, are also discussed. The 18 

loss of absorption intensity in the visible and near-infrared regions of the 19 

spectrum of these phases may point to a more general behavior of IVCT in 20 

minerals at temperatures within the Earth with implications for radiative 21 

conductivity within the Earth. 22 
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INTRODUCTION 25 

     In intervalence charge transfer (IVCT), an electron “hops” transiently from a donor to an 26 

acceptor metal cation due to an optical or a thermal excitation (Sherman 1987a,b). This process 27 

dominates the coloration of many minerals (Fritsch and Rossman 1988) and has numerous 28 

materials applications such as luminescence, semiconductors, and catalysis (Blasse 1991; 29 

Hammarström 2015). Terminology surrounding charge transfer phenomena varies widely 30 

depending on discipline and theoretical framework. Though other models like small polaron 31 

hopping are also used for this kind of process (Hush 1968), the term “IVCT” more specifically 32 

originates from Hush theory first described by Allen and Hush (1967) and Hush (1967). It is an 33 

umbrella term encompassing a broad range of optical transitions involving charge transfer where 34 

electrons are “nearly” localized to the fields of participating metal cations. In the solid state, 35 

“nearly localized sites” usually indicates adjacent cation sites; longer range electron transfer is 36 

unlikely except in systems with more polymerized structures like chains and sheets (Amthauer 37 

and Rossman 1984). The “IVCT” designation typically excludes the weak interaction limit 38 

where cation pairs are at most exchange-coupled; the associated d-d electronic transitions would 39 

instead be analyzed through ligand field theory. 40 

     Electron delocalization is facilitated via orbital overlap, of which two forms are important: 41 

direct overlap between metal cations; and metal-ligand-metal overlap bridged through weak 42 

metal-ligand bonding (Hush 1967). The character of IVCT in a particular system depends both 43 

on the overall degree of delocalization across cation sites and the individual values of the 44 
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integrals for direct and ligand-bridged orbital overlap between metal cations. Thus, it varies 45 

significantly depending on the constituent metals and ligands as well as the local geometry. 46 

When known, the details of the orbital overlap between two metal cations that engage in IVCT 47 

are specified, typically through theoretical work such as TD-DFT calculations (e.g. Hunault et al 48 

2017). Most frequently, however, the label “IVCT” is applied to visible region features in 49 

absorption spectra where it is assumed – based both on general accumulated lore about IVCT 50 

transitions and on what is known about a specific system – that ligand-bridged overlap across 51 

shared edges or faces of cation polyhedra dominates for that transition (e.g. Moon and Phillips 52 

1994). 53 

     Broad absorption bands polarized in the direction of the metal-metal bond are typically 54 

diagnostic of IVCT in single crystal optical spectra. The full-width at half-height (FWHM) range 55 

3000-4000 cm-1 tends to be used loosely as a lower cutoff, while 4000-5000 cm-1 and above can 56 

be assigned with greater confidence to IVCT (Mattson and Rossman 1987a,b, 1988). 57 

Nonetheless, there is some nuance involved in appropriately assigning a band to IVCT. For 58 

instance, narrower IVCT bands have similar diagnostic properties to intensified crystal field 59 

bands (Mattson and Rossman 1987a, b; Smith 1978; Taran et al. 1996). A particularly broad 60 

absorption feature may also be more appropriately expressed under some circumstances as the 61 

sum of two or more components rather than a band for a single IVCT transition (Geiger and 62 

Taran 2023). 63 

     IVCT in minerals can be a feature of the phase’s stoichiometry but more commonly occurs 64 

between metal cations substituting into the structure at low concentrations. Typically, cations are 65 

oxo-bridged and adopt octahedral-octahedral site geometries (Burns 1993), though other 66 

configurations have been observed such as octahedral-dodecahedral in garnet (Taran et al. 2007). 67 
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An additional soft diagnostic in minerals is band intensity: due to the selection rules for crystal 68 

field transitions in distorted octahedral sites, single cation d-d bands tend to be less intense than 69 

IVCT bands, even at relatively low IVCT pair concentrations. Intensities of spin-allowed IVCT 70 

transitions have been found to be one to three orders of magnitude higher than spin-allowed d-d 71 

transitions (Smith and Strens 1976). Cation species that participate in IVCT are also limited in 72 

natural terrestrial minerals: all commonly occurring cases to date involve iron. The homonuclear 73 

symmetric electron transfer Fe2+ + Fe3+ → Fe3+ + Fe2+ and heteronuclear asymmetric electron 74 

transfer Fe2+ + Ti4+ → Fe3+ + Ti3+ processes are both commonly observed in many mineral 75 

spectra (Rossman 2024). 76 

     In corundum (α-Al2O3), iron and titanium substituting for aluminum can produce both Fe/Ti 77 

and Fe/Fe IVCT couples. These along with ferric iron – both as single Fe3+ cations and as 78 

exchange-coupled Fe3+/Fe3+ pairs – are the primary cation species that contribute to the optical 79 

spectrum of Fe,Ti-containing corundum (Dubinsky et al. 2020). General opinion concurs with 80 

early work (Ferguson and Fielding 1971, 1972) assigning the 580 and 700 nm features to Fe/Ti 81 

IVCT in edge- and face-sharing geometries, respectively. Correspondingly, features near 880 and 82 

1110 nm are typically assigned to edge- and face-sharing Fe/Fe IVCT, respectively (Moon and 83 

Phillips 1994). 84 

     No consensus has yet been reached on the precise nature of the Fe/Ti defects in corundum. 85 

Experimental work has indicated that iron and titanium may form more complex clusters in 86 

corundum, perhaps involving additional cations and/or vacancies (Moon and Phillips 1994). It is 87 

also possible that, as similar Fe/Ti IVCT bands in some organometallic molecular species have 88 

been found to be, corundum’s IVCT bands are more metal-centered, “contaminated” with d-d 89 

character in the excited state (Turlington et al. 2016; Livshits et al. 2019). While TD-DFT studies 90 
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have confirmed that three cation clusters are a possibility (Bristow et al. 2014), the extent to 91 

which Fe/Ti IVCT in corundum may be subject to additional short-range ordering is not known. 92 

     Optical absorption spectroscopy at moderately elevated temperatures has been used to 93 

characterize d-d components in crystal field band systems (Taran et al. 1994, 2005; Taran and 94 

Langer 2001; Ullrich et al. 2002, 2004). Fewer studies have applied this technique to IVCT 95 

systems, as the effect of temperature on IVCT bands has been considered in the past to be 96 

relatively minor (Burns 1993). Some isolated studies of specific systems such as biotite at 97 

elevated temperatures (Rüscher 2012) exist, but Taran and Langer (1998) have done the most 98 

extensive work to date on the high temperature behavior of Fe/Ti and Fe/Fe IVCT bands across a 99 

variety of mineral species. They examined the optical and near-infrared absorption spectra of 100 

several major rock-forming minerals containing Fe2+ - Fe3+ or Fe2+ - Ti4+ pairs at temperatures 101 

from 300 to 900 K. The integral intensity was found to generally decrease and the energy to shift 102 

slightly towards lower values, with a more pronounced decrease in intensity for Fe2+ - Fe3+ than 103 

for Fe2+ - Ti4+ pairs; all changes were found to be reversible. 104 

     These authors explain the decrease in IVCT band intensity with rising temperature as being 105 

due to increased electron delocalization along the M–M bond from thermal vibrations. The more 106 

symmetric the IVCT transition, the smaller the activation energy for electron transfer; the smaller 107 

the activation energy for electron transfer, the stronger the inverse dependence of band intensity 108 

on temperature observed for a particular mineral. Generally, the primary factors affecting 109 

activation energy would be inherent energetic differences between the sites or metal ions 110 

involved – ex: Fe/Fe IVCT being more symmetric than Fe/Ti – and the level of coupling between 111 

sites due to the M–M bond length. Rüscher (2012) adds that below TD/2 (TD = Debye 112 

temperature), a temperature-independent “disorder energy” term will dominate the overall 113 
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activation energy for polaron hopping, leading to a decrease in the activation energy at lower 114 

temperatures. Small polarons in disordered systems likely experience a “pinning effect” that 115 

causes the higher observed absorption band intensities at lower temperatures. 116 

     It is notable that among the minerals studied by Taran and Langer (1998), the Fe/Fe and Fe/Ti 117 

IVCT bands examined showing the strongest decrease in integral intensity at elevated 118 

temperature were both in corundum. It is also of interest that the Fe/Ti IVCT bands in corundum 119 

are much lower in energy than those observed in stoichiometric Fe/Ti minerals (Mattson and 120 

Rossman 1988). Only two other well-documented minerals have bands with similar parameters 121 

that have been ascribed by most authors to Fe/Ti IVCT: the Al2SiO5 polymorphs kyanite (Smith 122 

and Strens 1976; Parkin et al. 1977; Platonov et al. 1998) and sillimanite (Rossman et al. 1982). 123 

Closer examination at higher temperatures of the IVCT bands in corundum and similar minerals 124 

with unusual Fe/Ti band assignments may, then, be of some fundamental interest. 125 

    Extending the measurement range of IVCT minerals is also important for understanding 126 

conditions in the deep earth due to the abundance of iron at depth. The behavior of IVCT 127 

absorption bands at these temperatures has potential geophysical implications related to 128 

calculations for radiative heat transport in the mantle (Hofmeister 2005; Keppler et al. 2008; 129 

Keppler and Smyth 2005; Lin et al. 2013; Gross and Afonso 2019). The thermal behavior of 130 

corundum’s Fe/Ti bands may give insight into the behavior of Fe/Ti bands in upper mantle 131 

phases such as ilmenite (FeTiO3), a superstructure of corundum, which would also be of interest 132 

as a stoichiometric IVCT mineral. Though characterizing ilmenite via absorption spectroscopy is 133 

challenging due to its high opacity, investigating the dilute case in corundum could provide 134 

illumination: recent unpolarized spectra of ilmenite reveal what appears to be similar band 135 
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structure to corundum’s Fe/Ti IVCT bands, red-shifted to near-infrared wavelengths (Taran 136 

2019). 137 

 138 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 139 

Sample preparation 140 

     Minerals (Table 1) were oriented for polarized optical and FTIR spectroscopy by examination 141 

of cleavage, pleochroism and interference figures as well as spindle stage methods, and made 142 

into polished thin slabs. Further information on the samples used, including type locality and any 143 

visual changes that were observed with heating, is provided in the Supplemental Documentation. 144 

All corundum samples were prepared in the E⟂c orientation, while the aluminosilicate samples 145 

all had more than one orientation available. The measured orientations of all spectra are specified 146 

in the relevant figure descriptions. Sample thicknesses varied from 0.302 to 4.12 mm. All data 147 

presented in the figures have been normalized to 1.00 mm thickness except for sillimanite, which 148 

is displayed at 4.00 mm thickness. 149 

Analytical methods 150 

     Elemental analyses (Table 2) were conducted with an INAM EXPERT 3L X-ray fluorescence 151 

unit. The Fe and Cr contents obtained from these scans are the most reliable. Scans were run 152 

without a helium atmosphere, adding uncertainty to the light elements analysis. The machine 153 

uses a titanium target, adding uncertainty to any low-level measurement of Ti content. 154 

     Spectra were obtained in a Linkam TS-1500 heating stage, which was refitted with a thicker 155 

(1.34 mm) glass lower window to reduce the effect of interference fringes. Samples were placed 156 
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in a ceramic crucible within the stage chamber; light passes through a 1.7 mm diameter hole in 157 

the base of the crucible. 158 

     Optical spectra were taken with a home-built 1024 element silicon diode-array spectrometer 159 

with a fixed orientation calcite polarizer. Fifty-one transmission mode scans were collected and 160 

averaged for each measurement. Data were acquired over two wavelength ranges: 380 nm to 161 

1100 nm (visible mode) and 930 to 1700 nm (NIR mode). Utilizing both ranges required 162 

switching detectors, which in turn required heating a sample twice—once in each mode. 163 

Extended range near-infrared spectra for the Fe2+ spinel were taken on a ThermoNicolet iS50 164 

FTIR spectrometer in transmission mode at 4 cm-1 resolution using a silica beamsplitter, a 165 

tungsten-halogen white light source, and an MCT-A detector, interfaced with a Continuμm IR 166 

microscope with a 10× glass objective. 167 

     Visible and NIR spectra from the diode-array spectrometer for any given temperature were 168 

merged in absorbance: one spectrum was offset vertically so both spectra overlapped across a 169 

common range. Data from the diode-array and the FTIR spectrometers were merged in 170 

transmittance: a linear transform was applied to the FTIR data to correct numerically for both 171 

attenuation and blackbody radiation. The constant offset and linear transform were optimized via 172 

least-squares regression analysis. 173 

     Merging spectra from two separate runs assumes that no significant changes occurred in the 174 

samples between the two heating cycles. Consequently, only the visible mode of the diode-array 175 

spectrometer was used for most of the d-d systems, where features of interest were not expected 176 

to extend into the NIR. The breadth of IVCT bands, however, incentivized the use of data from 177 

both modes where possible. 178 
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     Care was taken to maintain the same spot between measurements, as many of the IVCT 179 

samples were zoned. Because andalusite, kyanite and sillimanite have distinct extinction 180 

directions, a rotation adjustment of the furnace stage containing the sample was required before 181 

data collection; both a starting and an ending background was recorded for these samples, and 182 

only visible region data were used. For corundum samples, which were prepared in a single 183 

orientation, the furnace stage remained locked in place. After initial calibration to determine 184 

appropriate exposure times in both modes, samples could be sealed within the furnace to have 185 

visible and NIR spectra taken in succession. Visible spectra obtained a background measurement 186 

at the start of the experiment; NIR spectra obtained the background measurement at the end. 187 

     Before each heating run, the sample chamber was purged for at least 15 minutes with inert gas 188 

at a flow rate of ~150 ml/min which was sustained throughout the run. The type of inert gas used 189 

was optimized based on market forces of supply and demand: N2 gas was used for all d-d band 190 

system samples; Ar gas was used for all IVCT samples. The heating stage itself was cooled with 191 

flowing ice water, which helped minimize baseline drift during heating. Samples were rapidly 192 

heated and cooled at a rate of 100 °C per minute. Spectra were taken at 100 °C intervals from 193 

100 to 1000 °C, as well as room temperature at the start and end of the experiment. Final spectra 194 

were taken after a two-minute delay, which allowed the sample to reach thermal equilibrium. 195 

Empirical correction for blackbody radiation 196 

     On the diode-array spectrometer, two measurements were taken after the two-minute delay: 197 

one with and one without source radiation blocked. The former allowed for correction for 198 

blackbody radiation coming from the sample. Data without source radiation were taken at all 199 

temperatures including room temperature and subtracted as transmittance from the normal data 200 
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with an unblocked light source. No blackbody contribution was expected at room temperature, 201 

but subtracting “no source” from all data ensured that any systematic error within the empirical 202 

correction (a baseline shift) would be applied consistently to all data. Due to signal falloff, the 203 

“no source” data was cut off at short visible range wavelengths. At and below the cutoff, the 204 

correction was set to a constant in transmittance. The cutoff wavelength for each sample was 205 

determined empirically based on the location of a point of inflection in the no source data; the 206 

same cutoff was then applied to all temperatures for that sample, during that particular 207 

temperature run. 208 

Numerical methods 209 

     While experimental precautions to ensure a relatively consistent coolant temperature helped 210 

minimize baseline drift, it was found that even small amounts of drift could be significant at 211 

temperatures near 1000 °C. Least-squares regression analysis was used to optimize the relative 212 

alignment of blackbody corrected data with nearest-temperature pairs (e.g. 1000 °C-heat versus 213 

900 °C-cool, 900 °C-cool versus 800 °C-cool, and so on). The spectral regions chosen for 214 

alignment in most cases were either those that represented zero absorbance or that were expected 215 

to show little change between steps in temperature. When no such region could be found 216 

between a spectrum at temperature and its nearest-temperature pair, that spectrum was compared 217 

against spectra at other temperatures, both from that heating run and from any other heating runs 218 

done for that sample, as well as room temperature calibration data before any heating was done. 219 

This process was most straightforward for datasets with merged visible and NIR data. Only for 220 

first heating runs of predominantly Fe/Fe IVCT corundum samples (Supplemental Data) were no 221 

attempts made to correct for drift, as deconvolution of its effects from everything else going on 222 

proved to be difficult. 223 
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     Approximate curve fitting was done with a homemade Python script using the NumPy, SciPy 224 

and Matplotlib packages. Absorption spectra converted to wavenumber were successively fit as a 225 

sum of Gaussian and Lorentzian components. Fit quality was judged using studentized residuals; 226 

to reduce the likelihood of over-fitting, the “best” fits were chosen to minimize the number of 227 

components used. In many cases, there is some ambiguity in how to model the background of 228 

spectra at higher temperatures, particularly when the UV absorption edge contributes strongly to 229 

the spectrum. There may be some uncertainty in such fits; where fits have been included, it is 230 

largely to facilitate understanding beyond simple inspection of what shifts are occurring at 231 

elevated temperatures. 232 

RESULTS 233 

Note on abbreviations 234 

Throughout this section, the label “STP” (standard temperature and pressure) will be used as 235 

needed to specify that a band under discussion is being referred to using its center at room 236 

temperature. 237 

Corundum 238 

An initial observation was that when a blue sapphire is heated to temperatures near or above the 239 

geological formation temperature, its color is lost; when it is cooled, the color returns 240 

(Supplemental Figure 1). Sapphire’s blue color originates from Fe3+ d-d, Fe/Ti IVCT and Fe/Fe 241 

IVCT features that occur in the absorption spectra of natural corundum samples. To better 242 

understand how elevated temperature conditions perturb the IVCT bands, samples were tested 243 

that separate these features. Three corundum samples are discussed in the main text: one Fe3+ 244 
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dominant (Figure 1), one Fe/Ti IVCT dominant (Figure 2), and one Fe/Fe IVCT dominant 245 

(Figure 3). Corroborating spectra with additional samples are provided in the Supplemental Data.  246 

Fe
3+

 corundum. The bands centered at room temperature around 558, 717, and 915 nm 247 

(Supplemental Table 2) are best assigned to IVCT transitions. The most significant change 248 

observed to these bands is the decrease in their intensities: the edge-sharing Fe/Ti, face-sharing 249 

Fe/Ti, and edge-sharing Fe/Fe IVCT bands decrease by 65, 87 and 43 percent, respectively, in 250 

integral absorbance from room temperature to 1000 °C. In the recovery spectrum, the Fe/Ti 251 

IVCT bands decrease slightly in integral intensity – edge-sharing by 10 percent and face-sharing 252 

by 8 percent – while the edge-sharing Fe/Fe IVCT band increases by 34 percent. Some cation 253 

diffusion occurs during heating, causing the differences in relative band intensities between the 254 

starting and ending room temperature spectra. 255 

Fe/Ti corundum. After the initial heating of a corundum sample where the 580 and 700 nm 256 

Fe/Ti features dominate the visible spectrum (Supplemental Figures 2a,b), the recovery spectrum 257 

is noticeably different: some rearrangement of band intensity occurs within the Fe/Ti IVCT 258 

region, and absorption increases at short and long wavelengths. 259 

     Its second heating is given in Figure 2. At room temperature, a band at 575 nm is the primary 260 

fitted Gaussian component (Supplemental Table 3) that is compatible with an IVCT assignment; 261 

its parameters line up well with reported values for the edge-sharing Fe/Ti IVCT band (Moon 262 

and Phillips 1994). The 707 nm band has a half-width more akin to that of a d-d band (Mattson 263 

and Rossman 1988) but is of an appropriate energy for face-sharing Fe/Ti IVCT. There are two 264 

corresponding long wavelength features: the 819 nm band, which has a borderline half-width for 265 

IVCT; and the 1056 nm band, which has a half-width that better suits a d-d assignment. These 266 
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likely correspond to features that have previously been assigned to Fe/Fe IVCT elsewhere, only 267 

with minor differences in their local environment. 268 

     At higher temperatures, an additional broad Gaussian component is required near 500 nm: 269 

515 nm at 500 °C and 483 nm at 1000 °C. The numerical values for these fits may be somewhat 270 

questionable at short wavelengths due to red shifting of the UV absorption edge and the breadth 271 

of absorbance in the region in question. 272 

     At 1000 °C, the Fe/Ti bands altogether lose 74 percent of their integral intensity at 1000 °C 273 

relative to room temperature. Individually, the 575 nm (STP) band decreases by 73 percent and 274 

the 707 nm (STP) band by 79 percent. Over the course of heating, the Fe/Ti bands are radically 275 

diminished relative to the Fe/Fe bands. Combined, the Fe/Fe bands lose 33 percent of their 276 

integral intensity, the 819 nm (STP) band decreasing by 31 percent and the 1056 nm (STP) band 277 

by 47 percent. This deviates from the expectation for simple isolated Fe/Ti versus Fe/Fe pair 278 

bands as asymmetric and symmetric IVCT processes, respectively. It is also observed that the 279 

575 nm Fe/Ti band strongly red shifts, while the center of the 707 nm Fe/Ti band stays at nearly 280 

the same energy. 281 
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Fe/Fe corundum. The recovery spectrum of a corundum sample with relatively high iron 282 

content and a dominating ~880 nm feature after an initial heating experiment (Supplemental 283 

Figures 4-GS) is also altered substantially: the 580 nm Fe/Ti feature diminishes, while the 880 284 

nm feature grows asymmetrically at longer wavelengths. This has been found to occur both in 285 

samples with convincingly measurable titanium content (Supplemental Figures 4-BS) and in 286 

samples with minimal amounts of titanium (Supplemental Table 4a), below the detection limit of 287 

our machine. 288 

     Changes in recovery after the second heating run (Figure 3) are negligible. At room 289 

temperature, the wavelength region that contains the Fe/Ti and Fe/Fe IVCT bands can be fit 290 

(Supplemental Tables 4c, 4d) using three broad Gaussian components: 548 nm, 748 nm, and 907 291 

nm. As in previous corundum samples, these bands correspond to features widely assigned to 292 

edge-sharing Fe/Ti, face-sharing Fe/Ti, and edge-sharing Fe/Fe IVCT, respectively. While the 293 

calculated band centers deviate somewhat from standard literature values, that is likely 294 

attributable primarily to slight differences in local environment; similar band parameters have 295 

been found in other natural Australian corundum samples (Taran and Langer 1998). All three 296 

bands strongly decrease in intensity at temperature. 297 

     During heating, significant changes in the configuration of these bands occur. At 500 °C, the 298 

548 nm and 748 nm Fe/Ti bands red shift and blue shift, respectively, both centers moving 299 

towards previously reported literature values. The 907 nm Fe/Fe band is split into two 300 

components: 834 nm and 980 nm. 301 

     At 1000 °C, only one Gaussian component is required to represent the Fe/Ti bands: 617 nm. 302 

To adopt this configuration, the 548 nm edge-sharing and 748 nm face-sharing Fe/Ti bands 303 

would need to be strongly red-shifted or blue-shifted, respectively, relative to room temperature. 304 
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It is plausible, given the thermal trends observed at 500 °C, that these shifts both occur and that 305 

both Fe/Ti bands converge to the 617 nm component at 1000 °C. Overall, this would represent a 306 

65 percent decrease in integral intensity. If it is instead assumed that only the edge-sharing band 307 

contributes to the 617 nm band, then the 548 nm (STP) band decreases 42 percent in integral 308 

intensity and the 748 nm band fully depletes by 1000 °C, which is still a significant reduction in 309 

absorbance attributable to Fe/Ti IVCT. 310 

     As expected for symmetric charge transfer, the intensity of the Fe/Fe pair band decreases 311 

more strongly than that of the Fe/Ti IVCT bands: the combined integral intensity of the 813 and 312 

1018 nm components at 1000 °C represents a 74 percent decrease from the 907 nm band 313 

intensity at room temperature. 314 

Al2SiO5 polymorphs  315 

     One of each Al2SiO5 polymorph is discussed: a low-Cr IVCT kyanite (Figure 4), a sillimanite 316 

(Figure 5), and an andalusite. Two heating experiments were conducted on the andalusite: Figure 317 

6 provides variable temperature spectra for the first and Figure 7 for the second experiment. 318 

IVCT kyanite. Three Gaussian components (Supplemental Table 5a) are broad enough to be 319 

assigned to IVCT. The 611 and 821 nm bands correspond to features near 625 nm and 833 nm 320 

others have assigned (Platonov et al. 1998) to Fe/Ti and Fe/Fe IVCT, respectively. 321 

     During early heating, these two bands show limited change in integral intensity; the fitted 322 

components also blue shift and broaden slightly. Meanwhile, the short wavelength region (<~550 323 

nm) becomes substantially more absorbing. After 500 °C, the short wavelength region no longer 324 

broadly increases, and the Fe/Ti and Fe/Fe IVCT bands rapidly lose intensity. From 500 to 1000 325 
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°C, they decrease by 36 and 69 percent, respectively – for comparison, 34 and 69 percent, 326 

respectively, from room temperature. 327 

     On cooling, these two bands fully recover their intensities. The short wavelength feature is 328 

found to broaden and increase in integral intensity, but these differences are relatively minor: 329 

most of the change that was observed at temperature in kyanite does not persist in the recovery 330 

spectrum. 331 

Sillimanite. The room temperature spectrum reveals a complex band system. Its thermal trends 332 

are not obvious via inspection; several features (Supplemental Table 6c), likely related to crystal 333 

field transitions, are superimposed over the IVCT bands (Supplemental Table 6a). 334 

     The ~600 nm feature represents the sum of two components: a broad band at 592 nm and a 335 

narrower one at 617 nm. The 592 nm band has been assigned previously to Fe/Ti IVCT 336 

(Rossman et al. 1982) who also suggested that the 617 nm feature may be a d-d band related to 337 

iron, perhaps within a different local coordination environment, but offered no specific 338 

assignment. 339 

     A feature ~836 nm has been assigned previously to Fe/Fe IVCT (Rossman et al. 1982). Two 340 

Gaussian components (Supplemental Table 6b) are needed to fit this feature: 790 nm and 893 nm 341 

at room temperature. Neither is wide enough by conventional metrics (Mattson and Rossman 342 

1987b) to be an IVCT band. 343 

     At elevated temperatures, the band system changes dramatically. The 617 nm band rapidly 344 

decreases in intensity during early heating, vanishing altogether by 300 °C. Other d-d bands at 345 

485 and 522 nm initially broaden and increase in integral intensity, but above 500 °C, these too 346 

either vanish or become indistinct under the red shifted UV edge. 347 
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     At 500 °C, the Fe/Ti IVCT band red shifts and broadens slightly; its integral intensity 348 

decreases by 16 percent from room temperature. A broad feature at 470 nm also emerges. While 349 

the red shifting of the UV absorption edge creates some uncertainty in the fitting, it is notable 350 

that the appearance of the 470 nm feature in the sillimanite spectrum coincides with the 351 

disappearance of the 617 nm band. 352 

     At 1000 °C, the shorter wavelength bands become difficult to fit accurately due to the 353 

encroachment of the UV absorption edge. It is possible that additional bands exist in that region. 354 

Nonetheless, all fits for sillimanite that reached convergence in its Fe/Ti IVCT band region 355 

placed a broad band around 572 nm. This is significantly blue-shifted from the 612 nm 356 

component at 500 °C. Assuming that only the original 592 nm room temperature IVCT 357 

component band contributes significantly to its intensity, the 572 nm band at 1000 °C represents 358 

only a minor change in integral absorbance (5 percent increase) from 500 °C. Given that the 359 

equilibrium configuration of sillimanite at 1000 °C is clearly very distorted from that at lower 360 

temperatures, it is possible that both the 470 nm and 612 nm components at 500 °C converge to 361 

this band at 1000 °C. If that were the case, the decrease in integral intensity at 1000 °C from 500 362 

°C would have an upper bound of 57 percent, a much larger figure. 363 

     The major components of the ~836 nm feature also shift drastically at 1000 °C to 726 nm and 364 

856 nm. Their barycenter (12521 cm-1) is similar in energy to the short wavelength component of 365 

the ~836 nm feature at 500 °C (12529 cm-1), indicating that between 500 and 1000 °C, additional 366 

splitting of the band may occur. 367 

     As sillimanite is the high temperature Al2SiO5 polymorph, it is expected that any changes to 368 

its recovery spectrum should be minor. Indeed, this is what is observed. The substantial changes 369 
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in configuration discussed previously are largely temporary, primarily only taking effect at 370 

elevated temperatures. 371 

Andalusite (first heating). Two absorption features at room temperature are found to have half-372 

widths consistent with IVCT bands (Supplemental Table 7a): 469 nm and 616 nm. The former 373 

has been attributed previously to Fe/Ti IVCT (Smith 1977; Taran et al. 2011). Assigning the 374 

latter is more challenging. Fe/Fe IVCT has been attributed to a feature near 14000 cm-1 (714 nm) 375 

(Taran et al. 2011), which is too low in energy for this band. Its parameters are more consistent 376 

with those found for the Fe/Ti IVCT bands in kyanite (Supplemental Table 5a) and sillimanite 377 

(Supplemental Table 6a). 378 

     When the sample is heated, any decrease at temperature of the 470 nm Fe/Ti IVCT band is 379 

soon obscured by the aggressively red shifting UV edge. While the UV edge feature does 380 

partially recede upon cooling, some portion of its encroachment at higher temperatures still 381 

persists in the recovery spectrum. The 616 nm IVCT feature also gains intensity with increasing 382 

temperature; this change is fully retained upon cooling. 383 

     Such changes are reasonable when a sample is being heated potentially far beyond its original 384 

formation temperature. Dehydration may also be a factor: though andalusite is nominally 385 

anhydrous, there are indications that Fe/Ti IVCT pairs and trace structural OH may be related 386 

impurities in the mineral (Taran et al. 2013). Once a sample is allowed to re-equilibrate to the 387 

imposed experimental conditions, it is expected (and observed) that recovery will improve.     388 
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Andalusite (second heating). Two features at room temperature are again found (Supplemental 389 

Table 7a) to be compatible with IVCT: 475 nm and 593 nm. The sample used was highly 390 

nonuniform; the variation in band parameters between the first and second runs is likely due in 391 

part to differences between the measured spots. Similar thermal trends are observed to the first 392 

run in the second but are largely temporary; the difference between the starting and the ending 393 

room temperature spectra is negligible. 394 

DISCUSSION 395 

Ordinary d-d bands 396 

Octahedral Cr
3+

 and V
3+

. The behavior of ordinary d-d bands at temperature provides a useful 397 

framework within which to contextualize temperature dependent changes exhibited by IVCT 398 

bands. Single cation Cr3+ in octahedral coordination is a good example: it has been described 399 

elsewhere across many mineral systems (Taran et al. 1994). The absorption spectra of ruby 400 

(Supplemental Figure 8) and Cr-bearing kyanite (Supplemental Figures 9a, 9b) show typical 401 

features for VICr3+. The spin-allowed d-d bands are the most prominent. While three transitions 402 

are expected, only two (4A2g → 4T2g and 4A2g → 4T1g) are generally observed in the visible 403 

portion of optical spectra, corresponding here to the long and short wavelength bands, 404 

respectively (Taran et al. 1994). These bands in both spectra red shift and broaden markedly with 405 

heating, the usual hallmarks of a spin-allowed d-d band at elevated temperatures. Red shifting 406 

derives from bulk thermal expansion of the lattice: as the mean metal – oxygen distance grows, 407 

crystal field strength correspondingly decreases, leading the band center to shift towards longer 408 

wavelengths. Broadening occurs due to thermal vibrations populating additional levels in the 409 

electronic ground state. 410 
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     As they broaden, the spin-allowed Cr3+ band components simultaneously decrease in linear 411 

intensity. While some spin-allowed bands do increase in integral intensity with temperature, their 412 

corresponding transitions must be at least partially forbidden based on symmetry. Vibronic 413 

coupling relaxes symmetry selection rules as temperature increases, allowing otherwise 414 

forbidden transitions to occur between different vibrational modes of the progenitor electronic 415 

ground and excited states. Since the octahedral sites in ruby and kyanite both lack inversion 416 

centers (McClure 1962; Burnham 1963), symmetry selection rules do not pose a significant 417 

barrier to d-d transitions in these minerals. The effect of vibronic coupling is more substantial 418 

when a cation site is centrosymmetric, like the octahedral site in the spinel structure. The spin-419 

allowed d-d bands of a V3+ dominant spinel (Supplemental Figure 10) broaden and grow in 420 

linear intensity; overall, their integral intensities increase at elevated temperatures. 421 

     Optical spectra dominated by crystal field transitions also often contain minor spin-forbidden 422 

features, like the ~692 nm R1 and ~694 nm R2 lines in the ruby spectrum (Burns 1993). 423 

Typically, just as the intensity of such bands is small, so too is their temperature dependence. In 424 

Supplemental Figures 8 and 9a,b, the spin-forbidden Cr3+ bands are observed to broaden but not 425 

to grow in linear intensity, becoming increasingly visually obscure with rising temperature. 426 

 427 

Fe
2+ 

and Fe
3+

. Fe2+ and Fe3+ crystal field transitions are common in the optical spectra of iron-428 

bearing minerals, since ferrous and ferric iron frequently co-occur in natural samples. Fe2+ has 429 

one spin-allowed d-d transition: 5T2g → 5Eg in octahedral or 5E → 5T2 in tetrahedral coordination 430 

(Burns 1993). These bands are usually split into two or more components due to deviations from 431 

ideal octahedral or tetrahedral symmetry. In Fe-spinel (Figure 8) the IVFe2+ band splits into at 432 

least four separate components placed near 1860, 2120, 2460 and 2720 nm (Rossman and Taran 433 
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2001). The longer wavelength components are cut off due to limitations on spectral range and the 434 

ability to correct for low energy NIR blackbody radiation. Discussion of changes to this 435 

spectrum at temperature focus on the prominent 1860 nm band component. 436 

     Broadening accompanies the decrease in linear intensity of the 1860 nm component. Since 437 

tetrahedral sites intrinsically lack an inversion center, spin-allowed bands of IVFe2+ are generally 438 

more intense compared to those of Fe2+ in octahedral coordination, and it is not anticipated that 439 

their integral intensities should change significantly with temperature (Burns 1993). This band 440 

component blue shifts slightly with heating, which is consistent with established results of Taran 441 

and Langer (2001) who find that the barycenter of the 5T2 excited state blue shifts for IVFe2+ in 442 

spinel as well as dodecahedral Fe2+ in garnet. They suggest this may be due to additional 443 

splitting of the 5E ground state at temperature. Across many minerals, they also find that trends 444 

for Fe2+ d-d bands at temperature deviate from those discussed previously for octahedral 445 

Cr3+/V3+, because Fe2+ cation sites can distort at higher temperatures to adopt significantly 446 

different geometries and symmetries from room temperature. 447 

     Unlike Fe2+, Fe3+ has no spin-allowed d-d transitions: all crystal field transitions for Fe3+ are 448 

spin-forbidden, connecting a sextet ground state and quartet excited state. Fe3+ d-d transitions 449 

can be divided into two categories: those involving only a “spin flip” and those involving both a 450 

spin flip and an orbital change. The former tend to be more prominent; exchange interactions 451 

between Fe3+ cations in nearest neighbor sites significantly enhance the intensities of the spin flip 452 

bands. Exchange coupled pair (ECP) enhanced Fe3+ bands can represent either the single 453 

excitation of one Fe3+ cation in the pair or the simultaneous excitation of both cations (Ferguson 454 

and Fielding 1971, 1972). 455 
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     In corundum, the single excitation “spin flip” transitions 6A1 → 4A1,4Ea (4G) and 6A1 → 4Eb 456 

(4D) are assigned to the features near 455 and 377 nm, respectively (Ferguson and Fielding 457 

1971). With heating (Figure 1), the 455 nm band broadens and red shifts slightly. Otherwise, it 458 

shows limited temperature dependence and recovers fully on cooling, which is consistent with 459 

previous findings (Taran and Langer 1998). Double excitation transitions to the 4𝑇1𝑎 + 4𝑇1𝑎 and 460 

4
𝑇1
𝑎 + 4𝑇2𝑎 excited states have been assigned previously to absorption features near 540 and 420 461 

nm, respectively (Ferguson and Fielding 1971), but these are typically lower intensity bands; in 462 

natural samples, their contribution to the optical spectrum is often obscured by stronger 463 

transitions (Dubinsky et al. 2020). Indeed, these bands do not contribute significantly to the 464 

spectra in Figure 1; as mentioned in the results section, it is more appropriate to assign the 558, 465 

717, and 915 nm features to IVCT transitions. 466 

IVCT bands. Several major conclusions may be drawn from the results above, both those 467 

specific to the aluminum oxide and aluminosilicate IVCT systems under study and those that are 468 

more general with potential implications for other IVCT systems. Minerals that grew in the earth 469 

at lower temperatures than those used in these heating experiments may undergo modest cation 470 

diffusion and reorganization of the interacting couples, such that the spectrum initially obtained 471 

on cooling the sample differs somewhat from the starting room temperature spectrum. Minerals 472 

that have gone through a high temperature heating cycle may re-equilibrate to provide a new 473 

absorption spectrum that is recovered upon a second heating and cooling cycle. 474 

     Depending on whether the Fe/Ti or Fe/Fe IVCT features dominate the spectrum of corundum, 475 

two separate configurations emerge after an initial heating run. In the first case, absorption 476 

features at short wavelengths and in the long wavelength tail increase on recovery; these changes 477 

resemble those of Al2SiO5 polymorphs after their first heating, especially andalusite. In the 478 
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second case, the Fe/Ti bands decrease, and the Fe/Fe bands are strengthened on recovery, while 479 

the short wavelength region remains unchanged. In both cases, aggregation is likely an important 480 

factor behind the rearrangement of intensity in the spectra. 481 

Fe/Ti IVCT. The 575 nm edge-sharing Fe/Ti band in corundum corresponds strongly to Fe/Ti 482 

IVCT bands in kyanite and sillimanite. Its band parameters at room temperature in Fe/Ti 483 

dominant corundum are almost identical to sillimanite’s at 1000 °C (Supplemental Table 11), 484 

which suggests that the edge-sharing defect in corundum resembles the high temperature Fe/Ti 485 

defect in sillimanite. 486 

     At elevated temperatures, the band center shifts markedly in both Fe/Ti and Fe/Fe dominant 487 

samples; in Fe/Fe dominant corundum, the Fe/Ti component at 1000 °C may combine the edge- 488 

and face-sharing features (Supplemental Tables 12, 13). This shift pushes the energy of the 575 489 

nm band close to the range observed for similar IVCT bands across the Al2SiO5 polymorphs 490 

(Supplemental Tables 14, 15), including andalusite: since its parameters are similar to those of 491 

the Fe/Ti bands in kyanite and sillimanite, the band in andalusite likely also has a similar 492 

assignment. These observations suggest that the Fe/Ti defects in corundum experience a 493 

substantial change in configuration during heating. 494 

     At higher temperatures in Fe/Ti dominant corundum, an additional broad Gaussian 495 

component is needed – on average, ~499 nm (515 nm at 500 °C, 483 nm at 1000 °C) – for a 496 

satisfactory fit. The numerical values for these and other sample fits (ala Supplemental Table 497 

12a) are somewhat questionable at short wavelengths due to the breadth of absorption in this 498 

region. However, considered in reference to the other Al2SiO5 polymorphs (Supplemental Table 499 

17), it is reasonable to conclude that the substance of this band appearing represents a real 500 
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change at temperature. It is possible, then, that the strong decrease of the Fe/Ti bands from room 501 

temperature to 1000 °C does include some redistribution of integrated intensity. 502 

     The new, broad short wavelength feature that emerges in corundum at elevated temperatures 503 

is understood most readily via its analogue in sillimanite: the band configuration of 500 °C 504 

sillimanite, encompassing both its Fe/Ti IVCT band and its short wavelength feature, resembles 505 

that of andalusite before heating (Supplemental Table 18). It is plausible that the 470 nm band in 506 

andalusite and the transient features in 500 °C sillimanite and high temperature corundum all 507 

involve cation clusters rather than Fe/Ti pairs. Aggregation has been found to play an important 508 

role in the thermal stability of this band in andalusite: it is more stable in dark zones than in light 509 

zones against annealing under oxidizing conditions (Taran and Koch-Müller 2011). The same 510 

authors propose that the feature has an associated “self-stabilizing effect” whereby isolated 511 

cations are encouraged to aggregate at higher temperatures. 512 

     Absorption features in ilmenite are also a helpful point of reference: in Ti2p3d resonant 513 

inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) spectra, two peaks associated with Fe/Ti IVCT have been 514 

observed at 280 nm and 500 nm (Agui et al. 2009). The former is common across several MTiO3 515 

species, but only FeTiO3 has the latter (Agui et al. 2015). Fe K-edge 1s2pRIXS spectra and DFT 516 

calculations assign the 280 and 500 nm bands to transitions from the occupied β spin Fe t2g 517 

orbital to the first Ti t2g and eg orbitals, respectively, which result from Fe 4p/Ti 3d hybridization 518 

mediated by strong O 2p/Ti 3d orbital hybridization (Hunault et al. 2017). The high temperature 519 

band in corundum corresponds reasonably well with the 500 nm feature in ilmenite, which 520 

further suggests it may be a cluster feature. Similarly, if andalusite had a Fe/Ti cluster feature at 521 

higher energies akin to the 280 nm band in ilmenite, that would be in accord with the 522 

aggressively red shifting UV absorption edge observed in heating experiments. 523 
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Fe/Fe IVCT. Smith (1978) speculated that corundum’s spectral features in the 833-1000 nm 524 

region may be related to Fe2+/Fe3+ ECPs rather than Fe2+/Fe3+ IVCT pairs. The behavior of the 525 

907 nm (STP) Fe/Fe band in corundum during heating supports this possibility. At higher 526 

temperatures, this band splits into two components (Supplemental Table 4d). From room 527 

temperature to 1000 °C, the higher energy component blue shifts significantly; from 500 to 1000 528 

°C, minor intensity redistribution between the two components occurs. Similar trends are also 529 

noted in Al2SiO5 polymorphs – primarily in sillimanite (Supplemental Table 6b) and to a lesser 530 

extent in kyanite (Supplemental Table 19). Band shifts to higher energies due to cation site 531 

deformation at elevated temperatures along with rearrangement of components and band 532 

intensity are known trends at temperature for some Fe2+ d-d bands (ala Figure 8). 533 

     A few observations are noteworthy here. First, parallel high temperature Fe/Fe band 534 

configurations to that of Fe/Fe dominant corundum are found in kyanite and sillimanite 535 

(Supplemental Table 20). This suggests that, as with the Fe/Ti bands, some common conclusions 536 

may be drawn for the Fe/Fe bands across these systems. 537 

     Second, Taran and Koch-Müller (2011) assigned a weak broad band near 11900 cm-1 (840 538 

nm) in andalusite to the 5T2g → 5Eg spin-allowed d-d transition of VIFe2+. They attribute its 539 

energy being higher than what is typical in Mg,Fe2+ silicates to a difference in size between 540 

cation sites: Fe2+ is subject to a stronger crystal field when substituting for Al3+ rather than Mg2+. 541 

Bands components with centers or barycenters comparable to this in energy are observed in 542 

sillimanite (Supplemental Table 6b) and kyanite (Supplemental Table 19); the higher energy 543 

Fe/Fe component in corundum (Supplemental Table 21) also has a similar band center. 544 

     Third, while the room temperature spectra for Fe/Fe and Fe/Ti corundum differ significantly, 545 

the Fe/Fe band configuration of Fe/Fe corundum at 1000 °C strongly resembles that of Fe/Ti 546 
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corundum (Supplemental Table 21). This is consistent with the fact that the parameters of the 547 

Fe/Ti bands in Fe/Fe corundum also converge at higher temperatures to similar values as those of 548 

Fe/Ti corundum (Supplemental Tables 12, 13) and suggests that the high temperature 549 

equilibrated configuration of Fe/Ti corundum may be significantly distorted relative to Fe/Fe 550 

corundum. 551 

     Fourth, the split components of the 907 nm band shift significantly with heating; the 552 

barycenter of the band (assuming octahedral splitting) does not, experiencing only a slight red 553 

shift (209 cm-1) from room temperature to 1000 °C. Minor red shifting and reduced integral 554 

intensity align with previously observed thermal trends for IVCT bands (Taran and Langer 555 

1998); they also align with previously observed thermal trends for ECP-enhanced Fe2+ d-d bands 556 

(Taran et al. 1996). The Fe/Fe band in corundum decreases more markedly in intensity than any 557 

Fe/Fe ECP bands reported on by the previous authors. However, the total integral intensity for 558 

both components of the 907 nm (STP) band in Fe/Fe dominant corundum changes little between 559 

500 and 1000 °C (Supplemental Table 4d), which matches observed thermal trends in 560 

tourmaline: the integral intensities of Fe/Fe ECP bands decrease “approximately down to 561 

intensities of ordinary dd-bands” until ~700 K, above which they “remain almost constant” 562 

(Taran et al. 1996). 563 

     These observations suggest that bands assigned to Fe/Fe IVCT in corundum have some mixed 564 

Fe2+ d-d character; they may represent more metal-centered electron transfer, which would be 565 

consistent with similar bands in synthetic organometallic molecular species (Turlington et al. 566 

2016; Livshits et al. 2019). More detailed theoretical work would likely be required to fully 567 

characterize this feature. 568 
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     Finally, like the short wavelength feature in Fe/Ti corundum, the 907 nm feature in Fe/Fe 569 

corundum may correspond to a cluster, not a pair. An Fe2+–Ti4+–Fe3+ cluster is plausible, as it 570 

increases at the expense of the Fe/Ti IVCT feature in samples with relatively high iron content. 571 

A common observation. Across all samples examined, the integral intensity of IVCT bands 572 

significantly decreases from room temperature to 1000 °C. In some cases, the decreases in 573 

intensities of the IVCT features by 1000 °C are essentially complete. 574 

IMPLICATIONS 575 

     Assessing how general the loss of intensity experienced by IVCT bands is at elevated 576 

temperatures would require exploration across more varied mineral systems, but it may represent 577 

an important criterion for establishing the origin of features in optical spectra. Of greater 578 

significance may be how these features behave in mantle minerals with higher concentrations of 579 

IVCT: the thermal behavior of such phases potentially has bearing on calculations of radiative 580 

conductivity in the Earth. Some indications exist that many of the IVCT bands examined here 581 

represent clusters rather than isolated pairs; the complex changes these dilute systems show at 582 

temperature suggest that the investigation of higher concentration IVCT species will be an 583 

interesting avenue of inquiry. 584 
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